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About us



Another year of living
through the Covid-19

pandemic has not stopped
our Centre from continuing
its activities and expanding

its reach in terms of both
research and societal impact.

In fact, the pandemic has
raised a sense of urgency to

our work and has clearly
raised interest in it by policy

and business leaders.

Jan-Emmanuel De Neve
Director

From the Director

Our seminars and workshops were held

online over the past year and they have

gradually become a platform for the

global academic community on the

empirical science of wellbeing to come

together and stay in touch with the

latest research and thinking. 

The ease of recording presentations held

online also means that we now keep

video records of these important

discussions on YouTube and that turns

out to be a real public good. All of this

represents a silver lining to having to

work remotely and is an aspect that we

hope to maintain as we gradually move

into a hybrid world.

What sets this year most apart from the

previous one is the scale of the impact

projects that have come about. Our

Centre won the tender to develop a

wellbeing framework for the

programmes run by the International

Baccalaureate Organization and this is

the start of a longer-term partnership to

improve the wellbeing of K-12 students. 

Another major project is run in

collaboration with the National League

of Cities in the US where we are

managing a pilot in the city of Atlanta to

explore ways in which self-reported

wellbeing data can be made most useful

for local policy and community leaders.

Another year of living through the Covid-19

pandemic has not stopped our Centre from

continuing its activities and expanding its reach

in terms of both research and societal impact. In

fact, we feel that the pandemic has raised a

sense of urgency to our work and has clearly

raised interest in it by policy and business

leaders. 

Over the past year the research group has grown

with the addition of stellar junior researchers

working on the cutting-edge of the research

frontier. The quality and quantity of the group’s

research publications summarized later in this

annual report speaks for itself.



One aim for this past year was to

professionalize our operations and that has

succeeded tremendously thanks to the

entrepreneurial talents of our Centre

Manager and Communications Officer. It

puts us in a situation to consolidate our

rapid progress and set the foundations for

future growth.

This is only the beginning of our story, and

the excitement for the future is palpable.

Looking forward to the next academic year

we have some exciting developments in the

pipeline. Preparations have begun on the

organization of the inaugural Wellbeing

Research Conference to be held 6-8 July

2022 which we intend to become a bi-annual

event that will bring together the latest

empirical research on wellbeing and will

also link with the world of policy-makers. 

Another major development is that we are

preparing the launch of the World

Wellbeing Movement! This will bring

together a coalition of companies and

foundations that will fund a team based

in Oxford to lead the charge to advocate

for wellbeing metrics in policy and

business. Here we have identified a

specific opportunity for impact which is

to leverage the comparable employee

wellbeing data that are being

crowdsourced at large scale by the jobs

site Indeed and feed those data into the

Social impact metrics of ESG standards.

A number of important academic projects

are ongoing and should be seeing the light

of day over the next academic year. Of

particular note will be the book that

Richard Layard and I are currently

putting together with the invaluable help

of many colleagues. This piece of work

will function as the first comprehensive

textbook for wellbeing science and will be

published by Cambridge University Press

in 2022.

None of this would be possible without

our generous donors and partners. First

and foremost, there is our Founding

Partner KSI Education who have been

unwavering in their commitment to

advancing the science of wellbeing so that

it can help improve lives and generate

positive impact in education and other

domains of life. 

This is only the

beginning of

our story, and

the excitement

for the future is

palpable. 

cheerful community spirit. Whether at

work or in life more generally, our

analyses regularly point to the importance

of social capital and a sense of belonging

as critical to our wellbeing, and so we

want to practice what we preach at our

Centre. 

With heartfelt gratitude for your interest

and support of our work.

Sincerely,

Jan-Emmanuel De Neve 

Director

Andrew and Charlotte Barnes continue

their energetic push for making the future

of work a more appealing one and their

research support to us is invaluable. We

also welcome the support of our

institutional partners in the IB

Organization, NLC, and the UN

Sustainable Development Solutions

Network. While we worked remotely and

did not get to benefit as much as usual

from the collegial environment, we could

not be more appreciative of everyone

working hard to keep the lights on at our

home that is Harris Manchester College.

Finally, what remains dear to my heart is

that we have maintained a supportive and
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The Wellbeing
Research
Centre's work
has been
published in
some of the
world's leading
academic
journals. 

Nature Human
Behaviour.

 
British Medical

Journal.
 

Science Advances.
 

Harvard Business
Review.

 
The Journal of

Economic Behavior
& Organization.

 



Publications







Publications

We offer an account of how

workers' expectations may begin

to change in the aftermath of the

pandemic and how these changes

could influence the drivers of

workplace well-being in 

the years to come.



The relationship between

work and wellbeing

extends beyond financial

benefits alone.





Founding Partner

Partners

Partners and Projects

We remain extremely grateful for

the ongoing support of KSI

Education, which has facilitated

the growth of the Centre this

year in new and exciting

directions. 

Partnerships with the National

League of Cities and

International Baccalaureate have

also supported the Centre in

pursuing innovative and

impactful research. 

The Centre's work would be

impossible without these

contributions and relationships.

Our thanks go to all who have

contributed, and continue to

contribute to our development. 



Seminar Series

Autumn 2020



Spring 2021



Workshop

Fundamental Issues in the
Measurement of Subjective Wellbeing

Programme





Textbook Discussion 
Workshop

The Science of Wellbeing:
Causes, Consequences and Policies (CUP)

Programme



Impact.



Media Impact







Social Media.

1600+
Twitter followers.

42,000+
Twitter profile visits.

34,000+
website page views.

450+
newsletter subscribers.

2,000,000+
downloads of the 

World Happiness Report.



Community.



What's next?
THE INAUGURAL 
WELLBEING RESEARCH 
CONFERENCE

6-8 July 2022

University of Oxford

This conference, the first of its kind, will bring together expert scholars,

policymakers, and stakeholders to discuss the latest research in the field of

wellbeing science.  










